Nicolaas ‘Siener’ van Rensburg
from South Africa (1864 - 1926)
(From the book Words of a Prophet by Adriaan Snyman 2005)
World Prophecies
Visions of events worldwide
Although Nicolaas van Rensburg is often referred to as the ‘Boer Prophet,’ he also had many
visions of some of the most important news headlines, human dramas, conflicts, tragedies
and sensational world events that would only materialize during the last quarter of the 20th
century and after. He explained these visions without realizing their terrifying impact and
magnitude on the world. To mention but a few: He saw Asylum-Seekers flooding Europe;
the rise of Islam and the Muslim Movement; the destruction of the WTC; Saddam Hussein;
AIDS; the Chernobyl disaster; Princess Di’s divorce and death; the Tsunami in Asia; a Terror
attack on London and the coming Third World War.
(It is interesting to note that many people overseas, especially Americans and Europeans, are
showing great interest in Seer’s visions. This is in line with what he told his friend, Boy
Mussmann in 1916: “I will be very much in the news again…here and abroad.” Since the first
Afrikaans edition, Boodskapper van God, was published, it has been a best-seller).
A Dark cloud coming from the East
Just before her death in 1981, Van Rensburg’s daughter Anna made an interesting remark.
She said she remembered her father saying that ‘the country, which will win the war in the
far future (World War III), must have Germany as an ally’.
A vision Van Rensburg had about a dark cloud coming from the East, creeping over Europe
and eventually covering Europe in darkness was only fulfilled long after his death. He told
his son, Kallie, this vision had to do with the rise of Communism in Europe.
“A red bull rises in the East while more red cattle rise further East. These cattle want to wage
war. They are looking in our direction.”
This is the only reference to red bulls in the book of visions.
Rise of Communism
One evening, when the Seer grew quiet during the meal, his eyes narrowing and his beard
began trembling, the family knew he was having a vision: “Please fetch the writing
materials,” he said to Kallie: “Write there: ‘I see a black cloud creeping over Europe from the
east and covering it in darkness like night. A Russian emerges from the north. He is looking
straight at us. The earth here (in South Africa) becomes like fallow land. But it is pitch black
in Europe…’.”
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Vision: 4th April 1919: “Three sickles appear one behind the other and stack one on top of
the other until they become one. Then wagons trek from North to East; they look like Turkish
wagons, but they are new and are covered with canvas.”
The fall of Communism will be of short duration. Russia will return to its old ways of
‘oppression, permanent revolution and dictatorship’. Shortly thereafter a man from the old
Ottoman Empire (Hussein?) will ignite a new war in the Middle East. However, this time
there is a great difference: When it seems the war is over, his follower’s surprises everybody
by planning secret attacks on certain days and certain places when and where least expected.
(This is a clear reference to the attacks by suicide-bombers).
Vision: 21st August 1916: “I see a terrified woman in black”, indicating the death and
destruction that Communism brings to the West.
When the Seer had this vision in 1916, it was a year before the start of Russian Revolution.
Vision: 21st November 1918: “Communism will spread its evil influence over the world,
causing chaos and misery.”
Asylum-Seekers Invade Europe
The swell of asylum-seekers already started in the late 1970’s and with the collapse of the
Berlin Wall, on 9th November 1989, it grew into a tidal wave. There is still no end to this tidal
wave into Germany. Holland, England and France face the same problem and the authorities
cannot handle it any longer. The German government cannot keep up with the number of
applications.
The Rise of Islam
In 1979 when the Shah of Iran was deposed and the Ayatollah Khomeini took control in the
name of Allah, thousands of people shouted: “Hail to the prophet!” What has happened in
Iran is a signal to the rest of the world. Islam, the power that had long been thought to be
dead, has come to life again, for it is Allah’s will that all men be united under the Islamic
banner at the end of the world. This man’s’ belief that “Allah hu akbar” (Allah is the most high
God), has succeeded in shaking the Middle East and the whole world.
And then, barely 20 years later we saw the rise of yet another Islam idol, Osama bin Laden,
who demonstrated to the world that a militant Islam can bring America and the West to their
knees. In a very short time the centre of world events has been moved to the Middle East.
With the demolition of the World Trade Centre in New York in September 2001, his triumph
was not just over a Shah who fled his country, but over all world powers.
Thus, Pres. Bush’s declaration of war on terrorism was in fact a declaration of war against
Islam.
The Russian Noble Prize Winner, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, once said: “The Western powers,
who were all-powerful in 1945, have freely given up, under the influence of public opinion,
position after position and country after country without one shot being fired. The victorious
powers have become the conquered ones.”
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For the first time in history, Muslims are building large and growing minorities across the
secular Western world—nowhere more visibly than in Western Europe. The impact is
unfolding from Amsterdam to Paris to Madrid, as Muslims struggle — with words, votes
and sometimes violence—to stake out their place in adopted societies.
Today Muslims are indeed a power to be reckoned with!
Vision: 24th July 1918: “I see an organised march by Orientals/Muslims. Germany is resisting
these Orientals. Then I see Islam supports this march. These people do things in faith while
putting their trust in ‘the Creator’.”
It will therefore be a religious war, a Jihad, initiated mainly by the Muslim suicide bombers.
Terrorist attack on England
Vision: 8th April 1918: England’s decision to support America in its war against the Ottoman
Empire (Iraq?) will directly result in a devastating Muslim bomb attack on the British
transport system. From now on sabotage and arson (explosives) will be the order of the day
in the rest of Europe. He saw riots breaking out and Englishmen with immigrants among
them — meaning those two groups will also clash. England will now be under constant
attack.
In the end the British troops will be forced to pull out of Iraq.
21 Sept. 1919 – “The capitalists find themselves in trouble. There is a serious shortage of
money, no clothes, no food, no water. They will be powerless to do anything. It is going to be
a very trying and dangerous time for everyone and people will be in great distress. There is
talk of treason and bribery and very few who can be trusted during that time. No one will be
able to help.”
Vision: 8th August 1918: The war escalates in Europe, the Middle East and then in the south.
Again the Muslim Movement is involved; but now their influence is also felt in South Africa.
See also his vision of the 29th Sept. 1919 which links up with the previous two prophecies –
“In Europe, there is a shop, but there is nobody inside it; people with wagons, carrying
rubbish, flee to the south. In the northwest of Europe, many white-backed oxen appear
(America?) and when the oxen disappear, little naked Blacks (African people) run to the
north.”
The Seer said it refers to a great depression that would come over Europe, a depression so
terrible that England will lose everything, and to worsen things further thousands of hungry
and destitute natives from Africa will flood Europe.
There is war in Europe, the Middle East and then in the south. The Muslim Movement is
involved; their influence is also felt in South Africa.
After seeing a vision on 15th January 1921, the Seer said to Boy Mussmann the day would
come when the Muslims would occupy a position of power in South Africa and the rest of
the Western world. The Christian values would then be in direct conflict with the religion of
Islam.
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There is Unrest and Rioting in Europe
Vision: 13th May 1917: “I see fire and smoke over Europe, this indicates confusion and
revolution. The fire is moving southwest, meaning that the unrest will spread in that
direction. In that sector of Europe we find Hungary, Rumania, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria.
Greece lies further south, so it may even spread to that area.
The prosperous nations such as Norway, Finland, Sweden and Denmark lie to the north.
Their financial prosperity or financial aid dries up and they will no longer be in a position to
render assistance to the poorer countries. Drought will also be possible causes of the riots
that will lead to the critical economic conditions and famine.”
Vision: 5th August 1920: “After the original wars and rioting in Eastern Europe, the dust will
settle for the time being. The harrowed field means that the basic differences will ostensibly
be settled and everything does not look like a ploughed field any longer. However, the
Westerner (capitalist) is caught in a trap, but he is powerless to save himself. Just then, the
Middle East countries will cause a worse situation for the West.”
AIDS and Moral Decay
Vision: 12th December 1917: He saw immorality on the increase throughout the world, and
“how a disease broke out in Africa as a result and mainly blacks dying from it. It spreads
throughout the world, but whites are relatively untouched by it — the world is like a dungyard…”
Vision: 30th March 1918: “I see an old little Bantu (Third World) dressed in women’s clothing
(homosexual) sits in Europe and he is totally infected with this disease and the Western
nations will also be infected.”
This was the first vision the Seer had, in which he predicted world-wide decadence,
immorality and pornography, also referring to a horrendous ‘dirty sickness’ or venereal
disease as a result. In a later vision, he cautions his people to lead chaste lives. At that time,
nobody knew of the existence of AIDS. Today the whole world is literally like a ‘dung-yard’,
particularly in Africa and the rest of the third world.
He had a vision on 22nd February 1922 and warned his people to live chaste lives: “The
world is clean, but it gives a turn and is then filled with sheep droppings. I then clearly heard
someone saying to me: ‘Gird your loins and let your light shine’.”
After that, the old prophet saw a Great Broom (11th March 1922) sweeping all the filth of
moral decay from the earth.
Van Rensburg referred to Isaiah 14:5-23: “The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked and the
sceptre of the rulers. He who smote the people in wrath with a continual stroke, he that ruled the
nations in anger, is persecuted and none hindereth… Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the
sides of the pit. They that see thee… saying, Is this the man that made the earth to tremble… that
made the world as a wilderness, that destroyed the cities… thou hast destroyed thy land and slain thy
people; the seed of evildoers shall never be renowned… For I will rise up against them, saith the Lord
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of hosts, and cut off from Babylon the name, and remnant, and son, and nephew, saith the Lord…I will
sweep it with the broom of destruction…”
Russia Changes its Spots
Vision: 22nd April 1917: More than a decade ago, it would have been unthinkable for Russia
to open its doors to the West. When the Seer had this vision, Communism had not even been
established in Russia yet. “But after more than 70 years”, he said, “the communist ‘curtain’ is
drawn back and Westerner and Communist move freely across the borders.”
Then he saw “a well-dressed man (Mikhail Gorbachev?) with a watch chain, offering a policy
of reform and openness (‘perestroika’ and ‘glasnost’?) to the West. In due course, he also
signs an agreement with America and/or Europe”.
Europe is overrun with immigrants
Vision: “In Europe the whites were always the rulers and they enjoyed strong support from
the well-wishing Americans. However, things will change drastically when people from
Africa begins to overrun Europe and Communists take over temporary power in Europe
with America’s help.”
According to what he saw, such a great depression would come over Europe that England
would lose everything in the process. Even America would be in no position to render any
assistance to save the situation and when it withdraws from Europe, thousands of hungry
and destitute people from Africa stream there. “A shop stands in Europe, but there are no
people in it, and people with wagons loaded with rubbish flee northwards. Many whitebacked oxen appear in Western Europe and when they disappear, little naked Blacks
(African people) run North.”
Depression and Famine in Europe
Vision: 29th September 1919: A depression that will make all other disasters look like child’s
play is facing the world. Nothing will have value any longer and there will be no money. It
will hit Europe so hard that England will financially go under in the process. America will
intervene and try to help, and a starving people from Africa, will swarm to Europe.
Vision: 3rd October 1918: He saw “waning prosperity, eventually ending in famine and want
in Europe, with Germany initially being worst hit. This is followed by total collapse of the
gigantic money powers, which will begin shortly after financial institutions in Europe suffer
setbacks that cannot be stopped.”
Alliance with the British
Visions: 2nd May 1920 and 10th June 1920: “I see Rebellion and rioting. Russia will change
course once and undergo a metamorphosis twice.” The first turnabout occurred in the late
1930’s when Russia, despite a peace treaty with Germany, also signed a military treaty with
England — to stab Germany in the back.
The second change would occur more than 40 years later when Russia ostensibly changes its
Communist mantle for that of Capitalism. It would then, despite a front of integrity and
good intentions continue its ‘savage dog’ policies until it receives the final deathblow.
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Collapse of a Government in Europe
Vision: 18th February 1921: “A strong Government will collapse in Europe and cause
discord.” According to what Van Rensburg told Mr. Boy Mussmann, this points to England’s
ruin. The economy collapses and England finds itself in dire financial strait. America will
then swallow England financially.
New York Next
A disaster also looms on the horizon, which was visualised by Seer, as total destruction of
New York city following a natural disaster.
Beheading of a Prominent British Leader
1 Dec 1921 the Seer saw: “In Europe a prominent Englishman will be brutally killed
(beheaded) while in Europe, on a charity mission. His burial will be attended by nobles and
other distinguished persons.”
Comet in the Sky
During the Anglo-Boer War, the Seer had a very interesting vision of a gigantic comet that
would appear in the heavens at the beginning of a future world war (WW 3).
According to Mr. J. F. Naudé, he saw the Seer in April 1901, near Tafelkop and the Seer told
him about the strange comet that he had seen in a vision. Seer said that the comet had two
tails in the shape of an inverted V. On the one tail, he saw the letter E and on the other, the
letter T (End of Time?).
Earthquakes Will Destroy Japan
Mr. Mussmann recalls how he often sat on the little field-stool in front of Van Rensburg’
home at Rietkuil, listening to the Seer describing the fate of nations. “And to think he was a
man who never read a magazine or newspaper only the Bible; he also knew nothing of the
histories of nations, but he knew everything about them.”
Ah, what joyous times I spent there! He often told of events, which still had to happen here
and in Europe, and one day, while he was speaking about that again, I asked him: ‘But what
about Japan?’ His reply was: “We need not fear Japan, for the Lord will fight it with
earthquakes.”
On Tuesday, 17th January 1995, a devastating earthquake, in which 2.872 people died during
the tremor, hit the Japanese City of Kobe. Weeks later, rescue teams were still battling to
rescue the wounded and destitute from the ruins.
According to seismologists, this quake was just the beginning of a series of far worse tremors
that will not only claim millions of lives, but also destroy the Japanese economy, causing a
chain reaction that could also destroy the shaky economies of the whole Western world.
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WW III: A Prelude — Rivers of Blood
Van Rensburg warned that things would go horribly wrong first in Eastern Europe and then
in the old Ottoman Empire (West Asia — Iraq). He saw a dreadful civil war in Eastern
Europe, and while this is raging the world will stand by, looking on helplessly.
Mr. Joos Haasbroek, brother-in-law of Mr. Boy Mussmann, remembers almost verbatim,
what the Seer told Mr. Mussmann about this dreadful civil war: “Boy, you have already
stood in the open when a heavy shower comes down and you see water streaming through
the grass. Well, that is how the blood will flow in Eastern Europe!”
The once indivisible Eastern Bloc crumbled into 15 separate states in the early nineties. The
Croatians and Slovenians, who were forced into a unified state with the Serbs in 1929
(Yugoslavia), broke away and in 1992 Bosnia-Herzegovina followed their example. At the
end of December 1992, Czechoslovakia was finally torn apart because of mutual quarrelling,
ethnical differences and 74 years of forced ‘unity’.
The Seer also referred to a vision he had about the start and progress of the third (and last)
war ― WW III. Seer said this war would start in Eastern Europe and then spread worldwide.
The Gulf War
It is remarkable that Seer also had several visions that would convey the breaking out and
progress of the war in the Middle East in exceptional detail.
From 8th June until 1 Sept. 1925 he experienced repeated parts of the same distressing vision
of a future world conflict. At first there would be a civil war in Russia, followed by a bloody
conflict between Iraq and America. There are three concrete-lined barrels or tubs (three
countries that had closed pacts with each other) and filled with dried grass and one TURK
(Turkey or Moslems?) sets fire to them.
15th June: A large piece of timber is burning and in front lies a large pile of timber (23rd
June) and a flame erupts from it, but dies down again. (The war will be of short duration, but
very intense, as was the case in 1991 when Saddam Hussein attacked Kuwait).
In one of his undated visions, mention is made of the same ‘Turk’ and the same war, but
Nicolaas now merely ‘sees’ it from another angle and in greater detail: “a Turk setting three
haystacks (buildings?) alight” (possibly connected to the destruction of the World Trade
Centre and attack on the Pentagon on 11 Sept. 2001).
On 4th April 1919 Russia and Turkey came into the picture again: “Three sickles come out of
Europe, following each other and merge to become like one. Then wagons move from North
to East. They seem to be Turkish wagons, but are new and covered with canvas.”
This vision ties up with his other ‘Turkish’ visions of June 1925, and not only do they
indicate a second confrontation in the Middle East, but that it will also be short and intense.
However, this time there is a difference – loyalists of the conquered ‘Turk’ will continue with
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hostilities and hit back as and when nobody expects it. Today we know that their ‘weapons’
are ‘suicidal bombs’ that can explode anywhere without warning.
Seer predicted that such inhuman misdeeds by terrorist extremists would not be limited to
the Middle East and Iraq, but would increasingly occur in England, other parts of Europe
and in Russia.
Prophecies of Gottfried von Werdenberg
A German prophet, whose visions were published in 1994, as “Vision 2004,” show a
remarkable resemblance with that of Seer van Rensburgs’ and also describes the coming of a
Third World War.
In one vision Gottfried von Werdenberg saw how bombs, launched from a submarine,
would strike New York. The terrific air pressure force would be so severe that the
skyscrapers will lift up before they “sink into the ground.” This will be a revenge attack, by
the Arabs, against America.
Outbreak and Course of World War III
Vision on 14th February 1921: “I see that after the Great war (WW II), Germany had no
military aspirations at first, but after the fall of a wall (Iron Curtain), things change and they
again build up a military power base.”
On one occasion the Seer told his son, Kallie: “God will raise Germany up again after that
Great War (WW II). However, night will fall over England. I see a black snake lying there” —
this refers to England’s immigration problem. It indicates civil war and famine. The snake
curls up — coloured people will flood the gates of England and then its problems and its
collapse begin.
In 1914, Van Rensburg told Mr. Willie Lourens: “I see African nations, along with a few
whites, who will rise up and cause problems overseas, particularly in England. When
England’s problems begin, civil war will erupt in France, as immigrants will also stream into
that country. However, before these events, a dreadful civil war will break out in Russia and
consequently, America and Germany will stand together. And when things have progressed
further, Germany will attack German West (Namibia).”
The war he ‘saw’ will start in Russia and spread right across the North Pole, from Iceland to
Moscow and from Greenland and Alaska to Siberia.”
Treaty with Russia
“Because England fears a Russian bomb attack, they connive in secret with the Russians.
They betray Western military secrets to Russia and sign treaties with Russia against the USA.
Russia mistrusts the English; the USA learns of this treachery and realises the danger of
English betrayal against it.”
“The worst will be ‘electric (laser or nuclear?) beam’s’ sowing death and destruction above
and below; even the soil will be destroyed and few people will remain alive. The Russians
storm through Hungary, Yugoslavia, through Austria to Italy to occupy these countries, then
through France which supports them en route to Spain where the Spanish put up a fierce
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resistance before the USA comes to their aid. The Russians have one purpose in mind in
Africa, to incite the blacks, so by the time summer has arrived, they have virtually conquered
the whole of Europe. English and USA troops, in Germany, will be wiped out. That war will
be one of terrible battles and Van Rensburg says: ‘a great well will be filled with blood’.”
This indicates that blood will flow as never before. This leaves the Russians no time to think
and at this point God comes to the Germans’ assistance. They, with help from the USA,
attack the Russian communication lines and press down on them from all sides until the
Russians are completely defeated. And people will say that God has helped Germany,
otherwise how else could she have done this?
“German vengeance will go beyond Europe, which is why the English will flee every time
things go wrong even in our own country”. They will sell out here and flee, according to Van
Rensburg. Wherever the Germans go, the English will be in trouble, they will have no
friends, whereas Germany and the USA will be partners. In the long run, when all this is
over, there will be peace. Remember, Van Rensburg said he saw Germany sitting at the head
of the final peace table.
“A great clash between American and British troops takes place in Egypt. The English army
is defeated and those still alive after the battle, are taken prisoner. It is also there where our
troops are stopped and disarmed. The English attempt to get help, in secret, from the
Japanese, but are unsuccessful.”
“During the night Russia storms through Turkey en route to the Suez region, while Turkey
offers no resistance. The Russians make contact with the American army in Syria and
Palestine, where the Americans stop the Russians.”
“Palestine is destroyed during the fighting. Some Arabs side with the Americans. Many
oilfields in the Middle East are set alight. The more advanced secret weaponry of the USA
defeats the Red Army.”
“The Russians break through to Spain en route to Gibraltar and when they are stopped there;
they turn on England and attack them from the air”.
England is totally destroyed. The Germans are dealing with the Russians; they are being
intimidated, thus they have no choice. The Russians continue fighting in Europe and while
flattening everything in their path on the way to Gibraltar, they are stopped once again at the
Spanish Pyrenees Mountains by Spanish and American troops. Intense fighting takes place
here and a miracle occurs with the German army. The Russian army is completely defeated.
The Spanish attack Gibraltar and annex it, thus Spain reclaims its stolen property.
“Many secret weapons and gas is used everywhere. Horror (atomic?) bombs kill millions,
and whole nations will be annihilated. While some nations cease to exist, others will still
survive, but will be worthless. It will be a devastating war and everyone will be expected to
go and fight.”
England is Destroyed
Van Rensburg said that England would be totally destroyed, so that “only a lean pig will be
left lying in the mud here and there.” England put other countries to the torch — as was the
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case here in South Africa and in Germany and murdered their women and children and so
the same will be done to her. She will sink further into poverty and horror (nuclear?) and
incendiary bombs will rain down on her, even into bomb shelters, without any means of
stopping them.
“Van Rensburg said when it is all over, he sees a colossal gallery where the thousands of
Boers, women and children who died during the period 1900-1902, are sitting. He also sees
his own children who died in the hell-camps among them. They, and Angels, are weeping
tears of joy over our liberation and God’s vengeance against the murderers.”
“England will now be a very minor factor. Ireland also gains its freedom and drives the
English from their country. Holland surrenders without a whimper. France will somehow
survive; Russia will be kaput and although the USA will not be destroyed, it will be a very
weak nation.”
“The Germans declare peace in Europe and become the strongest nation in a very short time.
We (South Africa) get our freedom through Germany who becomes the leading power in
Europe, while she regains all her erstwhile colonies. Even we, who harmed her, must pay the
price. Peace and prosperity lasts many years and every nation has its rights. Our country
becomes very large and prosperous.”
“Germany is preparing itself in secret to save itself from ruin. It manufactures everything for
the allies, but its thoughts are different. A miracle occurs in Germany in which they recover
again. They become involved in fighting again, and through this they regain their freedom
and also become a great nation.”
“All their original provinces in Europe are returned to them and they retrieve all their stolen
property. All their prisoners-of-war, men, women and children, as well as those of Rumania,
Hungary and Bulgaria who are still alive, must be repatriated. A state of war in Korea will
continue, albeit in low key, until the next war breaks out.”
German Army Resurrected
“Across the sea in Europe the German army is miraculously resurrected, and history will
make an about-turn.”
When the Ice Melts
The future war will be mainly between the USA and Russia. It breaks out in Europe as the ice
begins to melt (around April-May). But when the ice has already melted, then the war,
started by Russia, will already have progressed considerably, so much so that it seems as if
the Russians have already been victorious. It will be a very oppressive period, even for us
here in South Africa.
During this battle, German hatred against England will be extremely intense and Germany
will use this opportunity to wreak vengeance against England. England will be totally
annihilated. The USA forces in Europe will first flee, then come to their senses and with
mighty force first stop the Russians in Spain. Nicolaas says the Germans will secretly be fully
supplied with arms — with secret weapons.
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The war will be extremely quick, destructive and terrible. Nations will be totally annihilated
in a very short time. Most of the war will be waged in and from the skies with bombs
(conventional and nuclear?) and other weapons, germ warfare and with secret weapons.
White Tents in the Karoo
1 Aug. 1914 — “There is great fleeing out of Europe. There is a ditch containing red
(radioactive?) water, in the north. The world becomes brightly light (explosions?), in the
north. The Union of Europe turns an ashen colour (is burnt to death). A black cloud (death)
hangs here.”
After all these events have been fulfilled and millions of people from Africa invade Europe,
thousands of white Christians will leave Europe to settle in South Africa. Seer said he saw
their tents stretching from the Cape to the Kalahari and South West Africa (Namibia). Tents
will also be standing from Durban to Mozambique (Maputo). These will serve as temporary
shelter for all the Christians from over the world.
Every tent dweller will be under the protection of God’s Hand, as was Israel in the Sinai
desert in the time of Moses.

The Seven Plagues of England
The vision of the seven ‘thunderclouds’ is one of the most alarming regarding a series of
disasters, which will hit England and, which have only partially been fulfilled. According to
written resources, there are more than 20 direct references to these strange and fearful
events. The Seer predicted that the seventh and last plague would finally spell the end for
England.
Seer van Rensburg has never doubted that England’s ruin would be caused by crimes she
committed against Afrikaner women and children during the Anglo-Boer War. He once said
to a friend: “Every time some great world event happens, women and children are
murdered, followed by retribution. Did Pharaoh also not order the midwives to kill all
newborn male children? And the punishment that followed was that he and all his horsemen
were drowned in the Red Sea…”
In this context he referred to 1 Samuel 15:2-3: “Thus saith the Lord of hosts, I remember that
which Amelek did to Israel, how he had laid wait for him in the way, when he came up from Egypt.
Now go and smite Amelek, and utterly destroy all that they have, and spare them not; but slay man
and woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass…”
Famine
Mr. Boy Mussmann wrote to Mrs. S. M. van Tonder in 1949: “Van Rensburg says he ‘sees’ a
multicoloured pig standing in a well in England and it is so hungry that it is licking against
the walls (famine and scarcity of water). It will probably die from hunger and thirst when the
struggle is at its worst here in South Africa. There is also a pot of fire in Russia (civil war)
and then Van Rensburg sees the grass catch alight in England (the start of civil war).”
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Van Rensburg saw pigs (bankers?) running across a dam wall to go and drink water. But
when he looked again, he saw the dam was almost empty and the pigs wallowing in the
mud. (England will experience extreme financial problems).
Boy Mussmann (1960): “Van Rensburg saw a well in England. Someone is pouring yellow
water from the well on to the grass, but the water runs back into the well. The bottom of the
well comes up and it is dry. This is the start of England’s ruin because of betrayal (yellow
water). The traitors come from within their own ranks (the bottom of the well comes up and
it is empty).”
This is followed by England’s surrender to starving invaders from Africa who come there to
demand their rights.
Seer held several in-depth discussions about this extraordinary vision of ‘the seven plagues
of England’ with a few intimate friends: “I see a woman decorated with ribbons” (a symbol
of the English nation). “Then I see the ribbons unwinding one by one until she is totally
naked and eventually I see her die.” This means that in time, England will lose all her
possessions and colonies… (This part of the vision has already been fulfilled).
The First Plague
In time to come, matters will go badly, said Van Rensburg. “I see seven black clouds in the
sky and raindrops begin to fall. A man in a grey suit (somebody divine) appeared and asked
me whether I had seen the clouds, and I replied ‘yes’. I saw two clouds in the east, west and
south, but only one in the north. Then the man said to me: ‘these are the seven disasters God
is going to send over England that will destroy it…’.” Then Van Rensburg remembered the
vision of the woman covered in ribbons.
The Second Plague
He tells that when he was imprisoned in the Fort in 1914, one night he saw how a Rebellion
officer stood in a well with him (great trouble). However, there was a ladder in the well and
he (the Seer) stood with one foot on the first rung. Simultaneously he saw the grass in
England catch alight (civil war) and the flames are high, and then disappear, and the country
looks like a harrowed field after ploughing.
Then a multicoloured pig stood in a well (England in dire straits) and it was licking the sides
of the well. It seemed unable to get out. Some aloe stumps lay across the well. (The British
government was attempting to hide its problems from the rest of the world).
The pig is very hungry (an indication of a great famine in England in the future)
When he saw this, he knew immediately that their group in the Fort would be rescued from
the troubles of the Rebellion and its consequences being the thousands of pounds, demanded
from the rebels by the Government. But there was no salvation (ladder) for the
multicoloured pig, indicating England’s downfall.
This also includes their economic downfall. “I saw pigs (bankers?) running across a dam
wall. The dam becomes empty and a large bird sits on the paving stones beneath. A small
bird comes flying along but is immediately swallowed up by the large bird.”
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He interpreted this as follows: “The dam is America who intends lending money to England,
consequently, England will be financially ruined.”
The Third Plague
Famine and hunger will come over England and during that time great herds of black cattle
(people from Africa and Asia) will enter the country from the east. One beast will stop and
look back, indicating from which quarter the danger will come. People from England’s
colonies will go there, resulting in racial conflict. Africa and the Orient will be suffering and
desperate hordes of sick and hungry refugees will seek refuge in England and other parts of
Europe.
The Fourth Plague
He sees this as a pot with fire underneath. Normal pots stand in England and France,
indicating civil wars, but a huge cauldron, with a glowing fire, stands in Russia, indicating a
large-scale civil war. Then Germany and America attack Russia as allies.
The Fifth Plague
The Seer relates how, during WW I, he saw how the British fleet attacked Germany at
Jutland. He saw Kitchener dying there and the British fleet looked like scale-dishes on the
water. “This means they clashed, but were found to be too light…” But he saw the future
British fleet as empty boxes, floating without direction. They are useless and without
direction. “What nation can fight if it is experiencing civil war and famine?”
The Sixth Plague
He told Boy Mussmann: “I see a man on a black horse riding into the water. I see him as
clearly as I’m seeing you and the water is splashing over him. Horse and rider disappear
under the water.” England’s military force will meet the same end, as did Pharaoh’s
horsemen who pursued the Israelites in the Red Sea.
The Seventh Plague
On 29th September 1919, Van Rensburg saw thousands of African and liberal English fleeing
South Africa to England to seek refuge after the struggle in which the Afrikaner regains his
freedom. Once the African hordes arrive in England, its economy will collapse and the
country will finally be ruined.
The Seer spoke about the ‘seven plagues’ which would mean England’s ruin; plagues which
spells punishment for the enemy. Van Rensburg saw that plagues would infest England.
Revelation 15 mentions the ‘Seven last plagues,’ which would mean the end of Babylon and
usher in the coming dispensation. Compare this with Revelation 18:8: “Therefore shall her
plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire;
for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her…”
“Then he saw three women dressed in black (mourning). They were an English woman, a
German and an Afrikaner. Then the Afrikaans woman said to the English woman: ‘I wept,
now you are weeping’.”
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